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Would Round 2 have been any different against LeBron? (AJC photo by Curtis 

Compton)

You probably shouldn’t pay attention to a word I say, given that I’m the astute commentator who picked the 

Hawks to beat the Magic in seven games. But I must report that within the Hawks’ organization there lingers a 

feeling the team was the victim, among other things, of an unfortunate draw.

The NBA changed its playoff seeding three years ago. Under the old method, the three division winners were 

seeded 1, 2 and 3. Under the new, division winners aren’t automatically the top three seeds. That’s how the 

Hawks, who finished second in the Southeast, wound up No. 3 to Boston’s No. 4 even though the Celtics took 

the Atlantic Division.

We debated this at length during the regular season, and I have to say I waffled big-time. My first inclination 

was that the Hawks were better off finishing fourth and playing Cleveland in Round 2. Then I decided they’d be 

better being No. 3 and playing the Magic and avoiding LeBron. Turns out I was right the first time.

Orlando is a difficult matchup for most teams but a terrible one for the Hawks. To have a chance against the 

Magic, an opponent must decide what it wants to do: Either guard Dwight Howard one-and-one and dare him 

to get 40 or double-team Howard and leave itself open to the many Orlando three-point shooters.

Even with the estimable Al Horford at his disposal, Mike Woodson made the wrong call: He did the double-

team thing and wound up getting beat — swept, actually — from the perimeter. Indeed, in Game 4 the Hawks 

limited Howard to 13 points but yielding 16 treys.
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Could the Hawks have beaten Cleveland?

Shaquille O’Neal wouldn’t have presented the same problem: He’s still a big name and a huge man, but he 

can barely move. You can dare him to get 20 on you and win the dare most nights. And Shaq never 

complemented LeBron James the way those Magic shooters do Howard. (And Antawn Jamison never 

complemented Shaq. The Cavaliers had a load of high-priced talent but, in the end, not much of a mesh.)

And LeBron had a bad elbow. It was clear in Game 6 against Boston that he stopped shooting from the 

perimeter because he didn’t trust himself to make anything, and LeBron by nature is nothing if not daring. 

Against a hurting LeBron with an uncertain supporting cast, the Hawks would have had a chance.

OK, what about Boston?

As weird as it sounds, the Hawks’ best shot might have come against the team that eliminated the Cavs and 

leads the Magic. The Hawks, as you’ve heard, were 4-0 against Boston in the regular season, and the only 

position they don’t match up with the C’s is at point guard. (Rajon Rondo is too quick for Mike Bibby.) Better 

still, Boston has no real post threat and thereby requires no double-teaming.

I know, I know. Ifs and buts, candy nuts. But as bad as the Hawks were against Orlando — losing four games 

by 101 points makes you historically horrendous — they wouldn’t have been so feeble against one of the other 

Eastern powers. Heck, they might even have won a game.

Or two. Or three. (Did someone say four?)
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